
New to Luxembourg?
Choose POST’s Telecom solutions, and rest easy

as you move into your new home!

OUR SUBSCRIPTIONS 
FOR YOUR HOME

Check it out at www.bamboo.lu

Your welcome 
bonus

Activation
and HomeServer

FREE OF CHARGE! 
Worth: €1581

In Luxembourg, if you are talking fibre you are
definitely talking BAMBOO. Switch to ultra-high
speed internet up to 1 Gbit/s, to surf, share  
and download in record time.

And that’s not all!

With our all-in-one offers, you also enjoy 
attractive benefits on your landline  
and an unrivalled TV experience,  
thanks to the new-generation decoder  
and its innovative features.

GOOD TO KNOW
4G router connection

from Day 1.2

1/ The customer benefits from the offer on BAMBOO activation fees, representing a €99 saving covering the charge for the engineer’s visit, HomeServer configuration, and  
setting up 1 to 3 decoders on existing cabling, together with a demonstration of the PostTV Go application for all BAMBOO customers with TV. The offer includes a HomeServer  
(FRITZ!Box 7530) with a value of €59. Not included: internal wiring. This offer cannot be combined with other current promotions. 2/ Details and Terms and Conditions at www.post.lu.



WANT TO BENEFIT FROM OUR WELCOME OFFERS?
Contact us via e-mail to relocation@post.lu

SCOUBIDO, the mobile offer featuring 7 tariffs, from mini 
to MAXI, with calls, SMS, internet-nationally, Europe-
wide and even for USA, Canada and China.

Do you love being a free spirit?
Unlimited SCOUBIDO is made for you! With no 
constraints and no restrictions.

Here too, you can choose between various options to 
make using your mobile and managing your tariff easier.

With SCOUBIDO, discover THE mobile solution that 
meets all your requirements.

Check it out at www.scoubido.lu

Your welcome 
bonus

Up to

€100
discount on

a mobile
of your choice.3

OUR

MOBILE
OFFERS

3/ Up to €100 discount on a mobile of your choice for all subscriptions to a SCOUBIDO L, XL or MAXI tariff (with mobile), with a contract period of 12 or 24 months. For SCOUBIDO 
XS, S, M tariffs with a contract period of 12 or 24 months (with mobile), the discount applied is €50 on the mobile of your choice. This discount, which cannot be combined with 
other current promotions, is applied directly in the POST Telecom shop after taking out the contract. The offer is limited to a single device per line. Where the price of the device is 
lower than the €100 or €50 discount, the customer is not permitted to use the remainder of the discount against another purchase or to purchase a phone accessory. The customer 
may not request the difference in cash, or as a discount on bills by POST. Subject to availability of stock.


